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prostitute for the exercise of citizen rights ; but from the
fact that Timarchos was actually practising as a politician,
until Aischines fell upon him as a move in the party political
game, it is clear that even that law was usually a dead letter ;
and to what might happen under cover of the name of
" friendship", neither law nor public opinion seems to
have set any generally effective limit.
The net result of it all seems to have been that the sex-
life of Greek males was remarkably free and untrammelled;
always with the proviso that, owing to the restrictions
imposed on women, it was turned to a rather abnormal
extent into homosexual channels. But the Greek genius
was able to turn even this diversion or perversion to good
effect; to the finer types of men, it became the inspiration
of much of what was noblest in Greek life, and one may
venture the opinion that the relative freedom of " Nothing
Too Much ", as compared with " Thou Shalt Not ", did far
more good by the avoidance of energy-wasting repressions
than harm by the encouragement of sensuality.
That this was so is a tribute to the sensitiveness to
beauty and ugliness of ancient Greece ; it is not necessarily
an argument for sexual laxity everywhere. When the free
Greek code was adopted by a coarse-grained nation
like the Romans, the results, as many passages in Cicero's
speeches and Catullus' poems bear witness, were exceedingly
unpleasant.
One by-product of the Greek freedom from the obsessing
sense of sin was the final discarding of all clothing by males
when taking exercise. This also took place during the dark
age. Boxers and runners in the Homeric poems always
wear at least loin-cloths,1 Hesiod on the contrary apparently
made Meilanion run naked in his contest with Atalanta 2 ;
a sign of his later date, as a scholiast on Homer shrewdly
remarks. About 720, at Olympia (so Greek stories, backed
by an early inscription, said 3), the runner Orsippos of Megara
1	e.g., II. xxiii, 688.
2	2 Townleianus, on Zl, loc. cit. (= Hes. frag. 22 Rzach).
3	Paus. i, 44,1; C. 1,G, 1050 ; cf. Thk. i, 0,

